
 

Complexity

but gives no idea of how long to compute!

of length n of input string

Decidability tells us answer (eventually)

Complexity:  measure resources (time, space, 

power,...) to solve problem

We concentrate on TIME(n) = # of steps, as function

Decidability Complexity
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Example:  Travelling Salesman Problem
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Time Complexity

The of M is the
function f :   N        N where f(n) is the maximum
no. of steps of the TM M on any input of length n.

Def. Let M be a deterministic TM that always halts.

We say that M runs in time f(n).

Ex.  {0  1   |  n> 0}
n n

M on input w:
1.  Scan the tape and reject if 0 to right of 1.  
2.  Repeat the following while both 0’s and 1’s:
     a.  Scan across tape, crossing out one
         0 and one 1.
3.  If 0’s remain and all 1’s crossed out, reject.

If 1’s remain and all 0’s crossed out, reject.
OW accept.



 

How many steps required?

n

1.  Scan the tape and reject if 0 to right of 1.  

000  ....  0 1111..11

1 scan of tape:   n steps to determine right
form;  n steps to move head to left = 2n steps

O(n)

2.  Repeat the following while both 0’s and 1’s:
     a.  Scan across tape, crossing out one
         0 and one 1. 2

O(n  )2

3.  If 0’s remain and all 1’s crossed out, reject.
If 1’s remain and all 0’s crossed out, reject.
OW accept.
1 scan of tape:  n steps.

O(n)

Total Time:  O(n) + O(n  ) + O(n)  = O(n   )2 2

n/2 scans, n steps each:              n  /2 steps

 

3.  If 0’s remain and all 1’s crossed out, reject.
If 1’s remain and all 0’s crossed out, reject.
OW accept.

O(n)

What about two tapes?

000  ....  0 1111..11

000  ....  0

1.  scan across tape, reject if 0 to rt. of 1
at same time, write 0’s on second tape.

O(n)

2.  Scan across the 1’s on Tape 1 till end.
For each 1 on Tape 1,  cross off 0 on Tape 2.
if all 0’s are crossed off before all 1’s read,
reject!

?

Total Time:  O(n) + O(n) + O(n)  = O(n)




